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HEAVEN, HELL... EARTH NEBO, PEKLO... ZEM
sk–cz ›‹ 2009 ›‹ 35 mm ›‹ col. ›‹ 95 min. 

laura siváková [1973]

2009: nebo, peklo... zem
2002: quartétto
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To a great extent, a woman is shaped by men. They can let her down or offer a chance
to discover her strength. Klára is 22 and she is close to becoming a successful ballet
dancer in one of the best dance ensembles in the world. All she needs is exercise and
discipline. Klára lives in a happy relationship with Tomáš, a young, ambitious entre-
preneur. And then Klára hurts her foot, finds out that Tomáš is cheating on her, her
family falls apart and she falls in love. Even though she knows close to nothing about
54-year-old Rudolf, whose wife left him and lives with their 13-year-old daughter, she
falls head over heals into the new affair. It is a game of love and intimacy, passion and
responsibility, and Klára plays both roles – that of a mother and that of a lover. In this
new world, Klára finds the security she needs and her career is not longer a priority in
her life. So far, everything seems ideal.
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